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QUESTION 1

What should a Campaign developer change to update the default time zone of the instance? 

A. Modify the default time zone of the admin operator 

B. Update the default country on the deployment wizard 

C. Update the xtk:common schema with the desired time zone 

D. Modify the WdbcTimeZone platform option with the desired time zone 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-classic/using/installing-campaign-classic/ additional-
configurations/time-zone-management.html 

 

QUESTION 2

What is an accurate description of the Adobe Campaign Hierarchy? 

A. Program, Plan, Campaign, Workflow, Delivery 

B. Campaign, Plan, Program, Workflow, Delivery 

C. Plan, Program, Campaign, Delivery, Workflow 

D. Plan, Program, Campaign, Workflow, Delivery 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-standard/using/getting-started/marketingplans/programs-
and-campaigns.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A Campaign developer must create a new table in Adobe Campaign. None of the fields in the new table have unique
values. 

What should the Campaign developer do? 

A. Create a composite key of multiple columns 

B. Create a primary key using autopk 

C. Create a primary key on one of the available fields 

D. Create a table without a primary key 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-classic/using/configuring-campaign-classic/ schema-
reference/database-mapping.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A campaign developer must store a customer\\'s secondary email address, secondary phone number, and secondary
physical address in Adobe Campaign. 

The campaign developer extends the recipient schema to perform this task. 

What is the result of doing this? 

A. Custom fields are stored in a new database table. 

B. Columns are added to the archive database table. 

C. Columns are added to the recipient database table. 

D. Custom fields are stored in the temporary database table. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://community.adobe.com/t5/business-catalyst/use-secondary-e-mail-address-in-campaign/ td-
p/9327795?page=1 

 

QUESTION 5

A Campaign developer wants to allow users to pick values from a drop-down list within a form and allow users to enter
values that may not be in the drop-down list. 

How should the Campaign developer meet this requirement using enumeration? 

A. Create a user enumeration that specifies open as the type 

B. Create an enumeration within the input form definition 

C. Create a user enumeration that specifies system as the type 

D. Create an enumeration within the schema definition using the type="userDef" syntax 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

How should a Campaign developer restrict users from entering only one of three possible data values in a column called
customerstatus? 

A. Create an onChange JavaScript trigger to alert the end user to the invalid value 

B. Leverage the enableif keyword with an expression that evaluates the values for customerstatus 
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C. Leverage Enumerations in drop-down lists for the three allowed values 

D. Apply a sysfilter to the form and filter on the values for customer status 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A workflow is using two Query activities that select recipients who have bought specific products. Each Query activity
stores the product as additional data. Both Query activities are then added into a Union activity joining using the keys
only option. 

What should be the expected results of the Union activity? 

A. Recipients and products common to both queries 

B. All records from both queries 

C. Distinct recipients from both queries 

D. Distinct recipients and the products from both queries 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-standard/using/managing-processes-anddata/targeting-
activities/union.html 

 

QUESTION 8

A Campaign developer notices that a workflow scheduled to run daily and create a customer list is associated to a
campaign marked as Finished. 

What explains the outcome of the next scheduled workflow run? 

A. The workflow continues to run, but the list is NOT created as configured. 

B. The workflow does NOT run regardless of the schedule until the campaign end date is adjusted. 

C. The developer must copy the workflow into a new campaign and reschedule the new workflow. 

D. The workflow continues to run as scheduled and creates the list as configured. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A client has a user created specifically for making API calls. The client does NOT want to create a new session token for
each call. 

How should the Campaign developer configure the operator to accomplish this request? 
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A. Enable trusted IP 

B. Forbid web access 

C. Use LDAP integration 

D. Use Adobe ID login 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A Campaign developer is building an automated workflow that is required to send emails to product purchasers from the
previous day. The audience of each day\\'s send must be stored in a delivery of its own. 

Which type of delivery should the Campaign developer use in such a workflow? 

A. Recurring delivery 

B. Email delivery 

C. Continuous delivery 

D. Other delivery 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-standard/using/managing-processes-anddata/channel-
activities/email-delivery.html 
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